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In optimizing compilers, data structure choices directly influence the power and efficiency of practical program optimization.
A poor choice of data structure can inhibit optimization or slow compilation to the point that advanced optimization features become undesirable. Recently, static single assignment form and the control dependence graph have been proposed to represent data flow and control flow propertiee of programs. Each of these previously unrelated techniques lends efficiency and power to a useful class of program optimization.
Although both of these structures are attractive, the difficulty of their construction and their potential size have discouraged their use. We present new algorithms that efficiently compute these data structures for arbitrary control flow graphs. The algorithms use dominance frontiers, a new concept that may have other applications.
We also give analytical and experimental evidence that all of these data structures are usually linear in the size of the original program. This paper thus presents strong evidence that these structures can be of practical use in optimization. When similar information is encoded in SSA form, there can be at most E def-use chains, where E is the number of edges in the control flow graph [40] . Moreover, the clef-use information encoded in SSA form can be updated easily when optimizations are applied. This is important for a constant propagation algorithm that deletes branches to code proven at compile time to be unexecutable [50] . Specifically, the def-use information is just a list, for each variable, of the places in the program text that use that variable.
Every use of V is indeed a use of the value provided by the (unique) assignment to V.
To see the intuition behind SSA form, it is helpful to begin with straight-line code. Each assignment to a variable is given a unique name (shown as a subscript in Figure  2 ), and all of the uses reached by that assignment are renamed to match the assignment's new name. Most programs, however, have branch and join nodes. At the join nodes, we add a special form of assignment called a @-function. In Figure  3 , the 
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(8) [24] , which, in turn, is similar to notation for referencing aggregate structures in a data flow language [23] . A(j) Figure  5 is shown in Figure  9 . Let N and E be the numbers of nodes and edges in CFG. The dominator tree can be constructed in 0( Ea( E, N)) time [35] or (by a more difficult algorithm) in 0(E) time [26] . For all practical purposes, a( E, N) is a small constant,4 so this paper will consider the dominator tree to have been found in linear time. 
ZeChildren(X)
Given any node X, some of the successors of X may contribute to DIF( X).
This local contribution DFIOC.l( X) is defined by Given any node Z that is not the root Entry of the dominator tree, some of the nodes in DF(Z) may contribute to DF( idom(Z)).
The contribution DFUP(Z) that Z passes up to idom(Z)
is defined by
The dominance frontier equation (4) For any node X,
PRooF. We assume that Y~Succ( X) and show that
The = part is true because the immediate dominator is defined to be a strict dominator.
For the = part, suppose that X strictly dominates Y and, hence, u These results imply the correctness of the algorithm for computing the dominance frontiers given in Figure  10 . The /*local*/ line effectively computes DFIOC.Z( X) on the fly and uses it in (4) without needing to devote storage to it. The /*up*/ line is similar for DFUP( Z). We traverse the dominator tree bottom-up, visiting each node X only after visiting each of its children.
To illustrate the working of this algorithm, we have annotated the dominator tree in Figure  9 with the information [1 and () brackets.
The algorithm in Figure  10 is correct.
PROOF.
Direct from the preceding lemmas. For any set Y' of CFG nodes, J(7) G DF'(J7 ).
We apply Lemma 5. 
The induction step is as follows:
The node Entry is in Y, so Lemma 7 and another induction yield
The set of nodes that need @-functions for V is precisely J+(Y), so (5) and (6) prove the theorem. The algorithm in Figure  11 inserts trivial @-functions. Placing a~-function at Y in Figure  11 has cost linear in the indegree of Y, so there is an O(EX M*( X)) contribution to the running time from the work done when HasAlready( Y) < IterCount. Replacing mentions of variables will contribute at least 0( M~Ot) to the running time of any SSA translation algorithm, so the cost of placement can be ignored in analyzing the contribution of Figure  11 to the 0(. . ) bound for the whole process. The 0(N) cost of 5The various measures relevant here are reviewed when the whole SSA translation process is summarized in Section 9 1. Figure  11 to the running time of the whole process is therefore O(ZX( A~Ot(X) x I DF( X) I )). 
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emphasizes the dominance frontiers of nodes with many assignments. As Section 8 shows, the dominance frontiers are small in practice, and Figure  11 is effectively 0( A tOt). This, in turn, is effectively 0( AO,i~).
Renaming
The algorithm in Figure  12 
. Figure  12 Any program can be put into minimal SSA form by computing the dominance frontiers and then applying the algorithms in Figure  11 and Figure (1) There is a nonnull path p: X~Y such that Y postdominates every node after X on p. By applying the algorithm in Figure  14 to the control flow graph in Figure  5 , we obtain the control dependence in Figure  15 . Naively, a k-input @-function at entrance to a node X can be replaced by k ordinary assignments, one at the end of each control flow predecessor of X. This is always correct, but these ordinary assignments sometimes perform a good deal of useless work. If the naive replacement is preceded by dead code elimination and then followed by coloring, however, the resulting code is efficient.
Dead Code Elimination
The original source program may have dead code (i.e., code that has no effect on any program output -Block(S) is the basic block containing statement S.
-ipdom( l?) is the basic block that immediately postdominates block 1?.
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is the set of nodes that are control dependence predecessors of the node corresponding to block B. This is the same as RDF( B) in Figure  14 .
After Table I . These FORTRAN programs were chosen because they contain irreducible intervals and other unstructured constructs.
As the plot in Figure  20 shows, the size of the dominance frontier mapping appears to vary linearly with program size. The ratio of these sizes ranged from 0.6 (the Entry node has an empty dominance frontier) to 2.1.
For the programs we tested, the plot in Figure  21 shows that the number of -functions is also linear in the size of the original program. The ratio of these sizes ranged from 0.5 to 5.2. The largest ratio occurred for a procedure of only 12 statements, and 95 percent of the procedures had a ratio under 2.3. All but one of the remaining procedures contained fewer than 60 statements.
Finally, the plot in Figure  22 shows that the size of the control dependence graph is linear in the size of the original program.
The ratio of these sizes ranged from O.6 to 2.4, which is very close to the range of ratios for dominance frontiers.
The ratio avrgDF (defined by (7) in Section 5.1) measures the cost of placing~-functions relative to the number of assignments in the resulting . Ron Cytron et al. 9. DISCUSSION
Summary of Algorithms and Time Bounds
The conversion to SSA form is done in three steps:
(1) 
